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[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The fine-particles stowage container characterized by installing the closing motion lid which

has flexibility and makes telescopic in the fine-particles stowage container which has the closing

motion lid whose closing motion of the opening of the body of a container which contains fine

particles, and this body of a container is enabled in the opening of said body of a container.

[Claim 2] The developer cartridge characterized by installing the telescopic and flexible^ closing

motion ~lid
_
irTthe opening"of said developer cartridge in the developer cartridge which supplies a

developer to the body of equipment by equipping the developer supply equipment of the body of

image formation equipment, and rotating.

[Claim 3] Said closing motion lid is a developer cartridge according to claim 2 characterized by being

a bellows-like lid.

[Claim 4] It is the developer cartridge according to claim 2 or 3 which the end periphery section of

said closing motion lid fixes on said developer cartridge body, and is characterized by installing said

closing motion lid in said developer cartridge so that the other end periphery section may be movable
to said developer cartridge body.

[Claim 5] Said end periphery section is a developer cartridge according to claim 4 characterized by

carrying out joining to said developer cartridge body.

[Claim 6] Said other end periphery section is a developer cartridge according to claim 4 or 5

characterized by engaging with said developer cartridge body movable when said opening is bolted

with said closing motion lid.

[Claim 7] It is a developer cartridge given in claim 2 which said developer cartridge is abbreviation

telescopic and is characterized by installing said opening in the side face of said developer cartridge

thru/or any 1 term of 6.

[Claim 8] Said opening is a developer cartridge given in claim 2 characterized by being installed in the

lateral surface of said developer cartridge, and the medial surface which counters thru/or any 1 term
of 6.

[Claim 9] Said closing motion lid is a developer cartridge given in claim 2 characterized by opening

and closing to said closing motion lid end face and abbreviation perpendicular direction thru/or any 1

term of 8.

[Claim 10] A developer cartridge given in claim 2 characterized by making it said closing motion lid

open according to an operation of some image formation equipments in case the developer supply

equipment of image formation equipment is equipped with said developer cartridge thru/or any 1 term
of 9.

[Claim 11] A developer cartridge given in claim 2 characterized by closing according to a part of

operations in case said developer cartridge is removed from the developer supply equipment of image
formation equipment, and said closing motion lid equips the developer supply equipment of image
formation equipment thru/or any 1 term of 1 0.

[Claim 12] Developer supply equipment characterized by forming a telescopic and flexible closing

motion lid in the opening of said supply equipment in the developer supply equipment with which a

developer is supplied to said developer acceptance section by having the developer acceptance
section which receives a developer, being equipped with the developer cartridge which supplies a

developer, and rotating.

[Claim 13] Said closing motion lid is developer supply equipment according to claim 12 characterized

by being a bellows-like lid.

[Claim 14] It is developer supply equipment according to claim 12 or 13 which the end periphery

section of said closing motion lid fixes on said body of supply equipment, and is characterized by

installing said closing motion lid in said body of supply equipment so that the other end periphery

section may be movable to said body of supply equipment.
[Claim 15] Said other end periphery section is developer supply equipment according to claim 14

characterized by engaging with said body of supply equipment movable when said opening is bolted

with said closing motion lid.

[Claim 16] Said closing motion lid is developer supply equipment given in claim 12 characterized by

opening and closing to said closing motion lid end face and abbreviation perpendicular direction

thru/or any 1 term of 1 5.

[Claim 17] Developer supply equipment given in claim 12 characterized by said closing motion lid

opening according to an operation of said a part of developer cartridge in case said supply equipment
is equipped with said developer cartridge thru/or any 1 term of 1 6.

[Claim 18] Developer supply equipment given in claim 12 characterized by said closing motion lid

closing according to an operation of said a part of developer cartridge in case said developer

cartridge is removed from said supply equipment thru/or any 1 term of 17.

[Claim 19] Developer supply equipment given in claim 12 characterized by installing an energization

means to energize said closing motion lid in the closed direction, near [ said ] the closing motion lid



thru/or any 1 term of 1 8.

[Claim 20] Developer supply equipment characterized by to install the second telescopic and flexible

closing motion lid in the opening of the first telescopic and flexible closing motion lid and said supply

equipment in the opening of said developer cartridge in the developer supply equipment with which a

developer is supplied to said developer acceptance section by having the developer acceptance
section which receives a developer, being equipped with the developer cartridge which supplies a

developer, and rotating.

[Claim 21] Said first closing motion „lid„and said second closing motion-lid are- developer supply
equipment according to claim 20 characterized by being a bellows-like lid.

[Claim 22] The end periphery section of said first closing motion lid fixes on said developer cartridge

body, and to said developer cartridge body, the other end periphery section so that it may be movable
Said first closing motion lid is installed in said developer cartridge, and the end periphery section of

said second closing motion lid fixes on said body of supply equipment, and to said body of supply
equipment, the other end periphery section so that it may be movable Developer supply equipment
according to claim 20 or 21 characterized by installing said second closing motion lid in said supply
equipment.
[Claim 23] It is developer supply equipment according to claim 22 which joining of the end periphery
section of said first closing motion lid is carried out to said developer cartridge body, and is

characterized by carrying out joining of the end periphery section of said second closing motion lid to
said body of supply equipment.
[Claim 24] When the opening of said developer cartridge is bolted with said first closing motion lid, the
other end periphery section of said first closing motion lid It engages with said developer cartridge

body movable. The other end periphery section of said second closing motion lid When shut with the
** FU closing motion lid of said supply equipment, it engages with said developer cartridge body
movable. The other end periphery section of said second closing motion lid Developer supply
equipment according to claim 22 or 23 characterized by engaging with said body of supply equipment
movable when the opening of said supply equipment is bolted with said second closing motion lid.

[Claim 25] It is developer supply equipment given in claim 20 which said developer cartridge is

abbreviation telescopic and is characterized by installing the opening of said developer cartridge in

the side face of said developer cartridge thru/or any 1 term of 24.

[Claim 26] The opening of said developer cartridge is developer supply equipment given in claim 20
characterized by being installed in the lateral surface of said developer cartridge, and the medial
surface which counters thru/or any 1 term of 24.

[Claim 27] Said first closing motion lid and said second closing motion lid are developer supply
equipment given in claim 20 characterized by opening and closing to a lid end face and an
abbreviation perpendicular direction thru/or any 1 term of 26.

[Claim 28] Developer supply equipment given in claim 20 characterized by said first closing motion lid

opening according to an operation of some said supply equipments in case said developer supply
equipment is equipped with said developer cartridge thru/or any 1 term of 27.

[Claim 29] Developer supply equipment given in claim 20 characterized by said second closing motion
lid opening according to an operation of said a part of developer cartridge in case said developer
supply equipment is equipped with said developer cartridge thru/or any 1 term of 28.

[Claim 30] Developer supply equipment given in claim 20 characterized by said first closing motion lid

closing according to an operation of some said supply equipments in case said developer cartridge is

removed from said developer supply equipment thru/or any 1 term of 29.

[Claim 31] Developer supply equipment given in claim 20 characterized by said second closing motion
lid closing according to an operation of said a part of developer cartridge in case said developer
cartridge is removed from said developer supply equipment thru/or any 1 term of 30.

[Claim 32] Developer supply equipment given in claim 20 characterized by installing an energization

means to energize said second closing motion lid in the closed direction, near [ said ] the second
closing motion lid thru/or any 1 term of 31.

[Claim 33] Developer supply equipment given in claim 20 characterized by the closing motion
direction of said first closing motion lid and the closing motion direction of said second closing motion
lid being abbreviation parallel thru/or any 1 term of 32.

[Claim 34] Developer supply equipment given in claim 20 characterized by the center-of-rotation
shaft orientation of said developer cartridge and the closing motion direction of said first closing

motion lid and said second closing motion lid being abbreviation parallel thru/or any 1 term of 33.

[Claim 35] The cartridge applied part of developer supply equipment is equipped with the developer
cartridge which holds a developer. In the developer supply equipment which supplies a developer to

the developer acceptance section installed in the body of developer supply equipment by rotating

said developer cartridge When a closing motion lid is installed in the opening of the developer and the
cartridge height prepared in said developer cartridge body and the closing motion lid height prepared
in said closing motion lid are engaged, said developer cartridge In case it is the structure where the
opening of the developer is bolted and said developer cartridge is detached and attached to said



developer supply equipment It is developer supply equipment which said cartridge applied part makes
open and close said closing motion lid in contact with said closing motion lid, and is characterized by
the contact part of said cartridge applied part and said closing motion lid being a part in which
engagement discharge is [ that said cartridge height and said closing motion lid height can be engaged
or ] possible.

[Claim 36] Said closing motion lid is developer supply equipment according to claim 35 characterized
by being an elastic elastic member.
[Claim 37] In the developer supply equipment with which a developer is supplied when it is equipped
with the developer cartridge which holds-a developer and said developer cartridge rotates The~first

fitting section is installed in the end face of said developer cartridge, and it does not rotate with said

developer cartridge with which said developer supply equipment was equipped. Developer supply
equipment characterized by the ability of said developer cartridge to equip said developer supply
equipment only when the second fitting section is installed in the cartridge discernment section fixed

to said developer supply equipment and said first fitting section and said second fitting section agree.
[Claim 38] Said first fitting section and said second fitting section are developer supply equipment
according to claim 37 characterized by being a ring configuration.

[Claim 39] In the color picture formation equipment with which a developer is supplied when
developer supply equipment is equipped with two or more developer cartridges which hold a

developer and said developer cartridge rotates The first fitting section of the configuration which
changes with classes of color of the developer contained is installed in the end face of said developer
cartridge. Do not rotate with said developer cartridge with which said equipment was equipped, but
two or more installation of the cartridge discernment section fixed to said equipment is carried out at

said equipment. Color picture formation equipment characterized by the ability of said developer
cartridge to equip said equipment only when the second fitting section of a respectively different

configuration is installed in said cartridge discernment section and said first fitting section and said

second fitting section agree.

[Claim 40] Said first fitting section and said second fitting section are color picture formation
equipment according to claim 39 characterized by being a ring configuration.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]
[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to color picture formation equipment equipped with the
developer supply equipment and two or more developer cartridges which equip with the fine-particles

stowage container which holds fine particles, the developer cartridge which supplies a developer by
rotating, and this developer cartridge, and supply a developer to the developer acceptance section.

[0002]
[Description of the Prior Art] When supplying a developer as a means to supply a developer to the
developer stowage of image formation equipment, from the developer cartridge which holds a
developer conventionally, the developer cartridge was set to the body of equipment and when the
developer in a developer cartridge was all supplied to the developer acceptance section and it

finished supplying, there was a thing of the type which removes a developer cartridge from the body
of equipment. However, the supply method of the above-mentioned type was supplied too much in

order to supply a developer to the developer acceptance section at once, and the developer might
overflow from the developer acceptance section and had to establish a means to prevent fault supply
of a developer. However, preventing fault supply had caused the formation of an expensive rank of

equipment, and enlargement, even if it was difficult and has installed the means of fault supply
prevention in the body of equipment. Then, set to the interior of a container the developer cartridge
which has a spiral projection to the body of equipment, rotated the medial axis of a developer
cartridge as the center of rotation, the developer was made to discharge from the developer exhaust
port of a developer cartridge, and the thing of a type which supplies a developer to the developer
acceptance section was developed (Japanese-Patent-Application-No. 6-088807 grade). Since this

type of thing was able to rotate a developer cartridge at any time and supplied a developer to the
developer acceptance section when the developer of developer acceptance circles decreases, since
the developer cartridge is always installed in the body of equipment, it became unnecessary to
prevent fault supply of the above developers.

[0003]
[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, the developer supply equipment equipped with
the above-mentioned developer cartridge and the above-mentioned developer cartridge etc. includes

the following troubles.

[0004] (1) Although it detaches and attaches, making the turning-effort transfer member which
transmits turning effort to a developer cartridge rotate a developer cartridge, the cartridge fixed lid

and cartridge closing motion lid of a developer cartridge slide in the developer cartridge which opens
and closes the closing motion lid installed in the opening of the developer on the occasion of
attachment and detachment and opening opens and closes, it is difficult for each other lid to contact
in a perimeter side. Therefore, it may be placed between the clearances between each other lids by



the developer, and a problem is in the seal nature of a closing motion lid.

[0005] (2) In the developer cartridge which is made to move a developer cartridge horizontally,

detaches and attaches to a drive turning-effort transfer member, and opens and closes closing

motion lids, such as a developer cartridge, in the case of attachment and detachment Although the

crevice of a developer cartridge and the height of a cartridge closing motion lid are being engaged
when opening of a developer cartridge is closed for example Since a part of height contacts the

peripheral surface of a developer cartridge in the case of the switching action of a closing motion lid

as-it is such structure, the remarkablejforce is required in the case of a switching action.

[0006] (3) In developer supply equipment, the closing motion lid which opens and closes developer

opening to a developer cartridge is installed, and there are some which a closing motion lid opens and
closes [ a closing motion lid and a developer cartridge applied part ] in contact with the time of

detaching and attaching a developer cartridge to equipment. However, when this contact part was not

a suitable part and the case where closing motion of a closing motion lid is not smoothly performed in

the case of attachment-and-detachment actuation of a developer cartridge, and supply actuation to

the body of equipment is not performed, and a developer cartridge are removed, a developer may
overflow.

[0007] (4) It is equipped with the developer cartridge which holds the developer cartridge which holds

the developer of a. different model in two or more cartridges removable to the developer supply

equipment with which color picture formation equipment was equipped, and a unique developer, and it

is necessary to prevent the evil in which a different developer within developer supply equipment is

intermingled.

[0008] This invention makes it a technical problem to solve many above problems in the developer

supply equipment which supplies a developer to a development means from a developer cartridge or a

developer cartridge.

[0009]
[Means for Solving the Problem] The fine-particles stowage container of this invention is

characterized by installing the closing motion lid which has flexibility and makes telescopic in the

opening of said body of a container in the fine-particles stowage container which has the closing

motion lid whose closing motion of the opening of the body of a container which contains fine

particles, and this body of a container is enabled (claim 1).

[0010] The developer supply equipment of the body of image formation equipment is equipped with

the developer cartridge of this invention which solves many above-mentioned troubles, and it is

characterized by installing the telescopic and flexible closing motion lid in the opening of said

developer cartridge in the developer cartridge which supplies a developer to the body of equipment
by rotating (claim 2).

[0011] Moreover, the developer supply equipment of this invention is characterized by forming a

telescopic and flexible closing motion lid in the opening of said supply equipment in the developer
supply equipment with which a developer is supplied to said developer acceptance section by having

the developer acceptance section which receives a developer, being equipped with the developer

cartridge which supplies a developer, and rotating (claim 12).

[0012] Furthermore, the developer supply equipment of this invention is set to the developer supply

equipment with which a developer is supplied to said developer acceptance section by having the

developer acceptance section which receives a developer, being equipped with the developer
cartridge which supplies a developer, and rotating. It is characterized by installing the second
telescopic and flexible closing motion lid in the opening of the first telescopic and flexible closing

motion lid and said supply equipment in the opening of said developer cartridge (claim 20).

[0013] The developer supply equipment of this invention equips the cartridge applied part of

developer supply equipment with the developer cartridge which holds a developer further again. In the

developer supply equipment which supplies a developer to the developer acceptance section installed

in the body of developer supply equipment by rotating said developer cartridge When a closing motion

lid is installed in the opening of the developer and the cartridge height prepared in said developer

cartridge body and the closing motion lid height prepared in said closing motion lid are engaged, said

developer cartridge In case it is the structure where the opening of the developer is bolted and said

developer cartridge is detached and attached to said developer supply equipment Said cartridge

applied part makes said closing motion lid open and close in contact with said closing motion lid, and

is characterized by being the part in which engagement discharge is [ that engagement of said

cartridge height and said closing motion lid height is possible for the contact part of said cartridge

applied part and said closing motion lid, or ] possible (claim 35).

[0014] In the developer supply equipment with which a developer is supplied further again when it is

equipped with the developer cartridge which holds a developer and said developer cartridge rotates

the developer supply equipment of this invention The first fitting section is installed in the end face

of said developer cartridge, and it does not rotate with said developer cartridge with which said

developer supply equipment was equipped. Only when the second fitting section is installed in the

cartridge discernment section fixed to said developer supply equipment and said first fitting section



and said second fitting section agree, said developer cartridge is characterized by the ability to equip

said developer supply equipment (claim 37).

[0015] In the color picture formation equipment with which a developer is supplied when developer

supply equipment is equipped with two or more developer cartridges which hold a developer and said

developer cartridge rotates the color picture formation equipment of this invention The first fitting

section of the configuration which changes with classes of color of the developer contained is

installed in the end face of said developer cartridge. Do not rotate with said developer cartridge with

which said equipment was equipped;, but two ocmore installation of the cartridge discernment-section-

fixed to said equipment is carried out at said equipment. Only when the second fitting section of a

respectively different configuration is installed in said cartridge discernment section and said first

fitting section and said second fitting section agree, said developer cartridge is characterized by the

ability to equip said equipment (claim 39).

[0016]
[Embodiment of the Invention] In advance of explanation of the example of this invention, the

cross-section block diagram of drawing 1 explains the configuration and its operation of the color

printer which is an example of color picture formation equipment which carried two or more sets of

development counters of this invention.

[0017] After this color printer piles up each color toner image by which sequential formation is

carried out on an image formation object, it is imprinted at once in the record paper in the imprint

section, forms a color picture, and is color picture formation equipment of a method which exfoliates

from image formation dignity with a separation means after that.

[0018] In drawing 1 , 10 is the photo conductor drum which is an image formation object, it is what
carried out spreading formation of the OPC photo conductor (organic photo conductor) on the drum
base, and it is grounded and drive rotation of the illustration is carried out clockwise. 1 1 is a

scorotron electrification machine and uniform electrification of the high potential VH is given to the

grid potential VG to photo conductor drum 10 peripheral surface by corona discharge with the grid

and corona discharge wire by which potential maintenance was carried out. In advance of

electrification with this scorotron electrification machine 1 1 , in order to abolish the hysteresis of the

photo conductor to a pre-print, exposure by PCL (front [ electrification ] electric discharge

machine)! 2 which used light emitting diode etc. is performed, and a photo conductor peripheral

surface is discharged.

[0019] After being uniform charged to the photo conductor drum 10, image exposure based on a

picture signal is performed by the image exposure means 13. An optical path is bent by the reflective

mirror 134 through the polygon mirror 131 and the ftheta lens 132 which the image exposure means
13 makes laser diode which is not illustrated the luminescence light source, and rotate, and a

cylindrical lens 133, horizontal scanning is made, and a latent image is formed of rotation (vertical

scanning) of the photo conductor drum 10. In this example, it exposes to the alphabetic character

section and a reversal latent image from which the direction of the alphabetic character section

serves as low voltage VL is formed.

[0020] The developer 20 which consists of the development counters 20Y, 20M, 20C, and 20K which
contained the two component developer which consists of a toner and carriers, such as yellow (Y), a

Magenta (M). cyanogen (C), and black (K), respectively is formed in the periphery of the photo

conductor drum 10. First, the development of the yellow of one amorous glance builds in a magnet,

and is performed by the developer support (development sleeve) 22 which holds a developer and

rotates. By making into the charge of a principal member the carrier which the developer used the

ferrite as the core and coated the surroundings of it with insulating resin, and polyester, it consists of

a pigment according to a color, and a toner which added an electric charge control agent, a silica,

titanium oxide, etc., and by layer means forming, a developer is regulated by 1 00-600-micrometer
thickness (developer), and is conveyed in a development region at the development sleeve 21 top.

[0021] As 0.2-1.0 largermm than developer thickness, VAC's AC bias and the DC bias of VDC
superimpose the gap of the development sleeve 21 and the photo conductor drum 10 in a

development region, and it is impressed in the meantime. Since electrification of VDC, VH, and a

toner is like-pole nature, the toner which was able to give the cause to secede from a carrier does
not adhere to the part of VH with potential higher than VDC, but it adheres to VL part with potential

lower than VDC, and development (reversal development) is performed by VAC.
[0022] After development of one amorous glance finishes, it is needed for the image formation stroke

of the Magenta of two amorous glance, and uniform electrification depended scorotron electrification

machine 1 1 again is performed, and the latent image by the image data of two amorous glance is

formed by the image exposure means 13. Electric discharge by PCL12 performed in the image

formation stroke of one amorous glance at this time is not performed in order that the toner adhering

to the image section of one amorous glance may scatter by the rapid fall of surrounding potential.

[0023] Although the same latent image as one amorous glance is built to the part which does not

have the image of one amorous glance among the photo conductors which continued all over photo

conductor drum 10 peripheral surface again, and became the potential of VH and development is



performed In the part which develops negatives again to a part with the image of one amorous glance,

the latent image of VM' is formed with the charge which protection from light and the toner itself

have with the toner to which one amorous glance adhered, and development according to the
potential difference of VDC and VM' is performed. In the part of the lap of the image of this one
amorous glance and two amorous glance, if the latent image of VL is built and development of one
amorous glance is performed, since the balance of one amorous glance and two amorous glance will

collapse, it may consider as the middle potential which reduces the light exposure of one amorous
glance and serves as VH>VM>VL _ _ ..

[0024] The image formation stroke same also about the cyanogen of three amorous glance and the

black of four amorous glance as the Magenta of two amorous glance is performed, and **** of four

colors is formed on photo conductor drum 10 peripheral surface.

[0025] The developer supply equipment 40 which controls and supplies each new color developer to

each above-mentioned development counters 20Y, 20M, 20C, and 20K The cartridge applied part 41

which makes removable two or more developer cartridges (a cartridge is called hereafter) 30 (Y, M, C,

K), It consists of the developer acceptance section 42 (Y, M, C, K) which holds the developer in a

cartridge 30 temporarily, and the developer conveyance section 43 (Y, M, C, K) which conveys the
developer in the developer acceptance section 42 to said development counter 20.

[0026] the imprint material (transfer paper etc.) p of one sheet taken out through the roller 51 on the

other hand for a half moon from the sheet paper cassette 50 — a feed roller pair — pass 52 and 53— the time of stopping by about 54 resist roller pair, and the timing of an imprint being ready — a

resist roller pair — paper is fed to an imprint region by rotation actuation of 54.

[0027] The imprint material p by which the pressure welding of the imprint means 60 was carried out

to the peripheral surface of the photo conductor drum 10, and it was fed to it in the imprint region

synchronizing with the timing of an imprint is fastened, and it is collectively imprinted by the
multicolor image.

[0028] Subsequently, after discharging the imprint material p by the separation means 61, dissociating

from the peripheral surface of the photo conductor drum 10, being conveyed by the anchorage device

70 and welding a toner by heating of the heat roller (upper roller) 71 and the sticking-by-pressure

roller (lower roller) 72 and pressurization, it is discharged on the paper output tray 83 of the
equipment exterior through the delivery rollers 81 and 82. in addition, the aforementioned imprint

means 60 — the peripheral surface of the photo conductor drum 10 after passage of the imprint

material p — evacuation — alienation — carrying out — a degree — it prepares for formation of a

toner image.

[0029] electric discharge according [ on the other hand, after the photo conductor drum 10 which
separated the imprint material p receives electric discharge with the electric discharge vessel 14, the
pressure welding of the blade 151 of cleaning equipment 15 removes and cleans a residual toner, and
] to said PCL12 again, and electrification with the scorotron electrification machine 11 — winning
popularity — a degree — it goes into the process of image formation. In addition, after cleaning of a

photo conductor side, the aforementioned blade 151 moves immediately and is evacuated from the
peripheral surface of the photo conductor drum 10. After the abandonment toner which failed to be
scratched by the blade 151 in cleaning equipment 15 is discharged by the screw 152, it is stored into

the container for waste toner recycling which is not illustrated.

[0030] Drawing 2 is the sectional view showing the configuration of the developer 20 equipped with

two or more development counters. The developer 20 which consists of the development counters
20Y, 20M, 20C, and 20K which contained the developer which consists of a toner and carriers, such
as yellow (Y), a Magenta (M), cyanogen (C), and black (K), respectively is formed in the periphery of

the photo conductor drum 10. The openings 28Y, 28M, 28C, and 28K of the developer are established

in the up space of each development counters 20Y, 20M, 20C, and 20K, respectively, and it is open
for free passage in said developer conveyance section 43 (Y, M, C, K).

[0031] Since said development counters 20Y, 20M, 20C, and 20K make the almost same
configuration, hereafter, on behalf of these development counters, they are called a developer 20 and
explained.

[0032] Development counter casing which holds the two component developer to which 21 changes
from a toner and a carrier in drawing 2 , The developer support which is a developer conveyance
means to have a field generating means (magnet roll) 23 by which 22 has the magnet object of

immobilization inside (A development sleeve is called hereafter) and 24 A developer feed roller (it is

also hereafter called a supply paddle), The developer thickness specification-part material to which
25 regulates the developer thickness on said development sleeve 22 to the specified quantity It is the
opening section of the developer which used (to call a thickness regulation rod hereafter), and 26 and
27 as the developer churning screw (a churning screw is called hereafter), and used opening of 28 to

the upper part of said development counter casing 21. The developer supplied through the developer
acceptance section 42 and the developer conveyance section 43 from said cartridge 30 is accepted.

[0033] Drawing 3 is the perspective view showing Cartridges 30Y. 30M. 30C, and 30K, the developer
acceptance sections 42Y, 42M, 42C, and 42K, and some development counters 20Y, 20M, 20C, and



20K. The cartridge applied part 41 carries out parallel installation of the four cartridges 30Y, 30M,
30C, and 30K on the same flat surface mostly, and makes them removable. When the amount of said

development counters 20Y, 20M, and 20C and the toner in 20K decreases, it is constituted so that

each developer in said cartridges 30Y, 30M, and 30C and 30K may be controlled and supplied. Since

the almost same configuration is made, hereafter, on behalf of these cartridges 30 (Y, M, C, K), these
cartridges 30Y, 30M, 30C, and 30K are called a cartridge 30, and are explained.

[0034] drawing 4 and drawing 5 — a cartridge 30 — being shown — drawing 4 (a) — for a right side

view and drawing 4 (d). a decomposition^ top view and drawing 5 (a) are [ the top view of a cartridge

30, and drawing 4 (b) / a left side view and drawing 4 (c) / the A-A sectional view of the Fixecl lid 32
of a cartridge 30 and drawing 5 (c) of the fragmentary sectional view of a cartridge 30 and drawing 5

(b) ] other sectional views of a cartridge 30.

[0035] The cartridge 30 consists of a fixed lid 32 which is fixed to the opening 312 of the body 31 of

a container which holds a developer in the interior of nothing, and this body 31 of a container by one
in tubed [ in_which the interior 311 of a proposal (developer flare part) which changes from a spiral

projection slot to inner skin was formed ], and has opening (opening) 321, and a cartridge closing

motion lid 33 which is engaged in this fixed lid 32 and makes the shape of elastic bellows. It is

engaged closely and the engagement claw part 313 prepared in the periphery of the opening 312 of

said body 31 of a container is unified so that it may be inserted in the crevice 322 established in the

inner circumference edge of the fixed lid 32. The bundle hand part 314 makes positioning actuation of

a cartridge 30 easy to carry out, when equipping said cartridge applied part 41 with a cartridge 30.

[0036] The tabular developer **** raising section (paddle) 323 of four sheets is formed in the inside

side of the opening 321 of said fixed lid 32 at one. Moreover, the cartridge closing motion lid 33 is

fitted in between the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis 324 by the side of the back of the fixed lid 32,

and the height in which the inside of opening 321 projected. Blow molding of said cartridge closing

motion lid 33 is carried out to the shape of bellows, and it is being fixed to said pars basilaris ossis

occipitalis 324 by ultrasonic welding Goining). This fixing may be carried out by adhesives. The bell

shape positioning section 326 has projected in the center section of said pars basilaris ossis

occipitalis 324. The engagement projection 327 which regulates the location of the hand of cut of a

cartridge 30 is formed in two places of the point of this positioning section 326. 328 is the

engagement section which engages with the cartridge omission stop section 444 of the

below-mentioned turning-effort transfer member 44 possible [ engaging and releasing ].

[0037] Drawing 6 is the sectional view of the developer acceptance section 42 in the condition of

having equipped the cartridge applied part 41 with said cartridge 30, and the developer conveyance
section 43. It is the decomposition perspective view of the turning-effort transfer member 44 which
connects drawing 7 (a) to the decomposition perspective view of said cartridge 30, and connects
drawing 7 (b) to this cartridge 30.

[0038] The turning-effort transfer member 44 is supported pivotable by the erection wall surface of

the side which counters the opening 321 of the cartridge 30 of said developer acceptance section 42.

By the inside of the turning-effort transfer member 44, the location which counters the opening 321

of said cartridge 30 is loaded with the developer supply equipment closing motion lid 45 and the coil

spring 46. Moreover, the gearing 47 for cartridge rotation is being fixed to one axis end section of said

turning-effort transfer member 44. Drive rotation of this gearing 47 for cartridge rotation is carried

out by the driving source which is not illustrated. Opening of the cartridge closing motion lid 33 is

carried out by the turning-effort transfer member 44, and the developer held in the body 31 of a

container of a cartridge 30 passes the opening section 441 of the turning-effort transfer member 44
from opening 321, and is held in the hopper of the developer acceptance section 42.

[0039] although a cartridge 30 is rotated and a developer is supplied to the developer acceptance
section 42 from the rotation transfer member 44 — a certain constant rate — a developer is not

supplied even if a cartridge 30 will rotate, if received. A problem is not generated even if a cartridge

30 continues rotating in this condition.

[0040] The developer held in the hopper of the developer acceptance section 42 is sent into the

conveyance screw 431 fixed to the gearing 432 for conveyance screws linked to the driving source
which is not illustrated, is conveyed within the developer conveyance section 43, and is supplied to

said development counter 20.

[0041] Drawing 8 shows said turning-effort transfer member 44, and drawing 8 R> 8 (a) is [ a front

view and drawing 8 (c) of a top view and drawing 8 (b) ] side elevations.

[0042] In drawing 8 (a) and (b), it connects with said gearing 47 for cartridge rotation by the stop claw

part 443 of the axis end section, and drive rotation of the revolving-shaft section 442 projected to

the illustration left is carried out united with this gearing 47. The cartridge omission stop section 444
is projected and formed in two places of said turning-effort transfer member 44. and engages with

them possible [ engaging and releasing ] at the engagement section 328 of said fixed lid 32. The
interior 445 of a developer proposal which conveys a developer to the developer acceptance section

42 is formed near the center of said turning-effort transfer member 44. Near the periphery section

inside [ 445 ] this developer proposal, the ring-like crevice 446 is formed and it engages with the



engagement section 331 of said cartridge closing motion lid 33 possible [ engaging and releasing ].

Moreover, the engagement projection 448 of four articles is formed in the interior of the hollow
cylinder section 447 near the illustration right end of said turning-effort transfer member 44, and it

engages with it possible [ engaging and releasing to the engagement projection 327 of the fixed lid 32
shown in drawing 5 ]. Thereby, the turning-effort transfer from a stowed position arrangement of a

cartridge 30 and the turning-effort transfer member 44 is enabled.

[0043] Drawing 9 - drawing 1

1

are the sectional views showing the process in which developer supply
equipment 40 is equipped with said cartridge 30. A cartridge 30 can be detached and attached now- in

the direction parallel to a revolving shaft to developer supply equipment 40.

[0044] Drawing 9 (a) shows a condition just before equipping developer supply equipment 40 with said

cartridge 30. In the state of this wearing initiation, the developer supply equipment closing motion lid

45 is in an expanding condition according to the refraction return force of the bellows section, and
the energization force of a coil spring 46, and the cartridge closing motion lid 33 is held according to
the refraction return force of the bellows section at the expanding condition.

[0045] Drawing 9 (b) makes said cartridge 30 go straight on to the direction indicated by the arrow,

and shows the condition of carrying out wearing initiation to developer supply equipment 40. In the
state of this wearing initiation, it engages with the engagement projection 428 which the positioning

section 326 prepared in the interior of the fixed lid 32 prepared in the interior of the hollow cylinder

section 426 of the turning-effort transfer member 44, and rotation is regulated and a cartridge 30
goes straight on. A cartridge 30 goes straight on further to the direction indicated by the arrow, and
the engagement section 331 of said cartridge closing motion lid 33 contacts the height 449 projected
at the tip of the ring-like crevice 446 of the turning-effort transfer member 44.

[0046] Drawing 10 (a) makes said cartridge 30 go straight on to the direction indicated by the arrow
succeedingly, and shows the middle process with which developer supply equipment 40 is equipped. In

this wearing process, the engagement section 331 of said cartridge closing motion lid 33 engages with

the ring-like crevice 446 of said turning-effort transfer member 44. Moreover, at this time, the point

of the cartridge closing motion lid 33 is contacted, the point of the bellows-like developer supply
equipment closing motion lid 45 resists the energization force of a coil spring 46, and small

compression is carried out.

[0047] Drawing 10 (b) continues further, makes said cartridge 30 go straight on to the direction

indicated by the arrow, and shows the middle process with which developer supply equipment 40 is

equipped. In this wearing process, while the engagement section 331 of said cartridge closing motion
lid 33 had engaged with the ring-like crevice 446 of said turning-effort transfer member 44, the fixed

lid 32 moves forward to the turning-effort transfer member 44 in a fixed position, and the cartridge

closing motion lid 33 is compressed by the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis 324 of the fixed lid 32 which
moves forward. Moreover, at this time, the point of the bellows-like developer supply equipment
closing motion lid 45 contacts the point of the cartridge closing motion lid 33, and the point of the
fixed lid 32, resists the energization force of a coil spring 46, and is compressed further.

[0048] Drawing 1

1

continues further, and makes said cartridge 30 go straight on, and the condition of

having carried out the completion of wearing is shown in developer supply equipment 40. In the state

of this completion of wearing, the engagement section 328 of the fixed lid 32 engages with the
cartridge omission stop section 444 of the turning-effort transfer member 44, and is held at a lock

condition. In the state of this lock, opening 321 is formed between the cartridge closing motion lid 33
and the turning-effort transfer member 44.

[0049] In the condition that the above-mentioned cartridge closing motion lid 33 and the
above-mentioned turning-effort transfer member 44 connected, and were unified, as shown in

drawing 6 R> 6, the driving force from the driving source of image formation equipment is transmitted
through an intermediate-gear train and said gearing 47, and the turning-effort transfer member 44
which engages with this gearing 47 rotates the fixed lid 32 united with this. Moreover, to coincidence,
it is [ the body 31 of a container which engages with the fixed lid 32 ] united, and it is rotated. By this

rotation, it is promoted in the direction of opening 312 by the spiral interior 311 of a proposal, and is

dipped up by the paddle 323, and the developer within the body 31 of a container falls with gravity

from the paddle 323 which rotated up, passes through the opening 321 of the fixed lid 32, is led to
the interior 445 of a developer proposal, opening 441 is passed, and it is sent out to the developer
acceptance section 42. The amount of the developer held in the above-mentioned developer
acceptance section 42 is detected by the optical detection means which is not illustrated, when the
amount of developer supply reaches the specified quantity, it stops the drive of a driving source, and
it stops the developer supply from the developer stowage 42.

[0050] Drawing 12 is the sectional view showing the gestalt of other operations of the cartridge by
this invention. This cartridge has opening 31 B in the peripheral face of body of container 31 A, and
prepares cartridge closing motion lid 31 C of the shape of bellows which enables closing motion of

said opening 31 B in the outside of this opening 31 B. This cartridge closing motion lid 31 C is

compressed by turning-effort transfer member 44A, and opens opening 321. This turning-effort

transfer member 44A carries out the rotation drive of the body of container 31 A further.



[0051] Drawing 13 and drawing 14 are the sectional views showing the gestalt of operation of the

developer supply equipment of a publication in claims 35 and 36 of this invention. Drawing 13 (a) is

the important section sectional view of the cartridge 30 just before opening the opening 321 of the

fixed lid 32, and developer supply equipment 40. Drawing 13 (b) is the expanded sectional view of the

A section in drawing 13 (a). Since it is explanation ending in drawing 10 (a), the wearing condition of a

cartridge 30 and developer supply equipment 40 is omitted.

[0052] The point of the cartridge closing motion lid 33 makes the configuration crooked like

illustration. When_the_ height_449 at_the tip of said_turning-effort^transfer member 44 contactsJthe_ _.

front face of said engagement section 331 near the point of the cartridge closing motion lid 33 by P
points, the height of the cartridge closing motion lid 33 contacts by the wall of the point of the fixed

lid 32, and Q points, double [ focusing on P points ] to Q points of said cartridge closing motion lid 33,

when the cartridge closing motion lid 33 moves forward further — if the moment F1 acts to the

direction indicated by the arrow and the cartridge closing motion lid 33 moves forward further,

contact to the wall of the point of the fixed lid 32 will be canceled, and, as for the point of the

cartridge closing motion lid 33, the opening 321 of the fixed lid 32 will be opened wide.

[0053] Drawing 14 (a) is the important section sectional view of the cartridge 30 at the time of

closing the opening 321 of the fixed lid 32, and developer supply equipment 40. Drawing 14 (b) is the

expanded sectional view of the B section in drawing 14 (a).

[0054] When removing said cartridge 30 from developer supply equipment 40, the crevice of the
...

cartridge closing motion lid 33 contacts said height 449 by R points, double to R points of said

cartridge closing motion lid 33, when the cartridge closing motion lid 33 moves rightward [ illustration

] further — if the moment F2 acts to the direction indicated by the arrow and the cartridge closing

motion lid 33 moves further, engagement to the cartridge closing motion lid 33 and a height 449 is

canceled, and it will be in the condition which shows in drawing 9 (b). In addition, since the hollow of

the fixed lid 32 engages with projection 334, a cartridge 30 will be in a sealing condition. Therefore,

the toner which remains in a cartridge 30 does not disperse in the inside of a plane, or does not soil

an operator's hand.

[0055] The front view of a cartridge 30 and drawing 1

6

(b) of the cartridge which drawing 1

5

equipped

with the identifier for incorrect wearing prevention of this invention according to claim 37 to 40, the

sectional view showing the gestalt of operation of developer supply equipment and drawing 1

6

(a) are

the side elevations of a cartridge 30.

[0056] The cartridge fitting section 34 (the first fitting section, identifier for incorrect wearing

prevention) is being fixed to the front face of said fixed lid 32 by one. This cartridge fitting section 34

consists of two or more concentric circular projections from which a radius differs. On the other

hand, two or more container loading section side fitting sections 412 (the second fitting section,

identifier receptacle) are drilled by concentric circular, and make fitting possible in the erection

surface part 411 of the cartridge applied part 41 of developer supply equipment 40 corresponding to

said cartridge fitting section 34.

[0057] Color picture formation equipment is equipped with two or more development counters 20 (Y,

M, C, K) and two or more developer supply equipments 40 (Y, M, C t K) corresponding to this. This

developer supply equipment 40 (Y, M, C, K) is equipped with the cartridge 30 (Y, M, C, K) which

corresponds, respectively removable (refer to drawing 3 ). Each developer supply equipment 40 (Y, M,

C, K) must be equipped correctly, without being incorrect-equipped with the corresponding,

predetermined cartridge 30 (Y, M, C, K).

[0058] The cartridge fitting section 34 (identifier for incorrect wearing prevention) by this invention

makes classification of a cartridge 30 identifiable by changing a concentric circular projection radius.

By forming this cartridge fitting section 34 and the container loading section side fitting section 412

(identifier receptacle), incorrect-equipping with the cartridge 30 which held a different toner color is

prevented completely. That is, if it is going to equip developer supply ^equipment 40 with a different

cartridge 30 accidentally, the cartridge fitting section 34 will not fit into the container loading section

side fitting section 412, wearing will become impossible, and an opening 321 will not be opened wide,

either, and exsorption of a developer will not be generated, either.

[0059]
[Effect of the Invention]

(1) The developer cartridge of this invention fixes to a telescopic and flexible closing motion lid the

closing motion lid which installed opening, fixes nothing and an end to the closing motion lid of the

shape for example, of bellows, and makes the other end movable. Since a closing motion lid and the

part which slides will be lost in the case of a switching action if it does in this way, if the movable

closing motion lid other end is pressed down when a closing motion lid closes, it will be satisfactory

to the seal nature of a closing motion lid. Moreover, since the big force is not needed in the case of

the switching action of a closing motion lid, improvement in operability can be aimed at Furthermore,

by one action, if the switching action of a closing motion lid is performed in the case of attachment

and detachment of a cartridge, since attachment and detachment of a cartridge and closing motion of

a closing motion lid are possible, improvement in operability can be aimed at also in the point (claims



[0060] (2) Since a cartridge applied part and a closing motion lid contact in a contact part by setting

the contact part of a cartridge applied part and a closing motion lid as the part in which engagement

discharge is [ that a cartridge height and a closing motion lid height can be engaged or ] possible

according to invention according to claim 35, engagement to a cartridge height and a closing motion

lid height and engagement discharge are ensured. Consequently, closing motion of a closing motion lid

is smoothly performed in the case of attachment-and-detachment actuation of a cartridge, and a

problem which was mentioned above can be solved.

[006-l3-(3)- According_tajnv.ention-ac.cor_dingJto_claim .36

motion lid sets up the contact part of a cartridge applied part and a closing motion lid in the cartridge

which has such a closing motion lid by flexibility since it is elastic.

[0062] (4) Since according to claims 37-40 of this invention wearing of a cartridge is enabled at

equipment only when the first fitting section is installed in the end face of a cartridge, the second

fitting section is installed in the cartridge discernment section which did not rotate with the cartridge

with which equipment was equipped, but was fixed to equipment and the first fitting section and the

second fitting section agree, incorrect wearing of a cartridge can be prevented simply. Moreover, by

installing the second fitting section in the cartridge discernment section which did not rotate but was

fixed to equipment with the cartridge, the turning-effort transfer part of the means and cartridge

which rotate the cartridge with which it was equipped can be made into simple structure, and the

failure of the rotation of a cartridge is not carried out. Incorrect wearing of a cartridge can be

prevented without carrying out the failure of the rotation of a cartridge by making the first fitting

section and the second fitting section into a ring configuration.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

fDrawing 1] The cross-section block diagram of the color printer which is an example of color picture

formation equipment which carried two or more sets of development counters of this invention.

fDrawing 2] The sectional view showing the configuration of the developer equipped with two or more
development counters.

fDrawing 3] The perspective view showing a cartridge, the developer acceptance section, and some
development counters.

fDrawing 41 The top view of a cartridge, a left side view, a right side view, a decomposition top view.

fDrawing 51 The fragmentary sectional view of a cartridge, the A-A sectional view of a fixed lid, other

sectional views of a cartridge.

fDrawing 6] The sectional view of the developer acceptance section in the condition of having

equipped the cartridge applied part with the cartridge, and the developer conveyance section.

fDrawing 7] The decomposition perspective view of a cartridge, the decomposition perspective view

of the turning-effort transfer member linked to a cartridge.

fDrawing 8] The top view of a turning-effort transfer member, a front view, a side elevation.

fDrawing 9] The sectional view showing a condition and the condition of carrying out wearing

initiation just before equipping developer supply equipment with a cartridge.

fDrawing 101 The sectional view showing the middle process in which developer supply equipment is

equipped with a cartridge.

fDrawing 11] The sectional view showing the condition of having carried out the completion of

wearing of the cartridge at developer supply equipment.

fDrawing 12] The sectional view showing the gestalt of other operations of the cartridge by this

invention.

fDrawing 13] The important section sectional view of a cartridge just before opening the opening of a

fixed lid, and developer supply equipment, and the expanded sectional view of the A section.

fDrawing 14] The important section sectional view of the cartridge at the time of closing the opening

of a fixed lid, and developer supply equipment, and the expanded sectional view of the B section.

fDrawing 15] The cartridge of this invention and the sectional view of developer supply equipment

equipped with the identifier for incorrect wearing prevention.

fDrawing 16] The front view and side elevation of the above-mentioned cartridge.

[Description of Notations]

20 (Y, M, C, K) Development counter (developer)

30 (Y, M, C, K) Developer cartridge (cartridge)

31 Body of Container

32 Fixed Lid

321 Opening (Opening)

33 Cartridge Closing Motion Lid

34 Cartridge Fitting Section (First Fitting Section, Identifier for Incorrect Wearing Prevention)

40 Developer Supply Equipment
41 Cartridge Applied Part

412 Container Loading Section Side Fitting Section (Second Fitting Section, Identifier Receptacle)

42 Developer Acceptance Section (Developer Hopper)



43 Developer Conveyance Section
44 Turning-Effort Transfer Member
45 Developer Supply Equipment Closing Motion Lid

46 Coil Spring
47 Gearing for Cartridge Rotation


